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Fuelman Program 
 

NEW WF&FSA MEMBER SERVICE   
Reduce Fuel & Maintenance by 10% and   

Get Two Cents Per Gallon Rebate  
 

WF&FSA and Fuelman can help you simplify the process of controlling fuel and maintenance 
purchases. Fuelman makes it easy to monitor spending and identify hidden costs, such as 
unauthorized fueling. The savings can quickly add up -- with average annual savings of 10%.  
 
There is no application fee and no annual fee. In addition, as a member of the Wholesale 
Florist & Florist Supplier Association you will receive a two-cent ($0.02) discount off of the 
posted retail price for all fuel purchases.  
 
You'll be provided with easy to use comprehensive tracking and reporting tools. Every two 
weeks, you'll receive a Fleet Management Summary report to track expenses and identify 
abuses. Each company vehicle is issued a Fuelman card and each authorized driver is 
assigned a unique PIN so you'll have purchasing detail by vehicle and driver. You can even 
track miles-per-gallon data to identify problem vehicles.  
 
Forget the hassle of reconciling paper receipts for accounting and tax purposes. You'll be able 
to quickly access your account information via Fuelman, an online application, to check account 
activity or make changes to your purchasing controls, all in real-time.  
 
There are no weekly or monthly fees! You'll only pay for authorized fuel purchases. Upon 
approval, Fuelman will help you set up purchasing controls for your vehicles and drivers, as well 
as provide training and assistance to help your company get started quickly.  
 
Fuelman has approximately 35,000 locations across the country participating in the program. If 
there is not a participating location near you, don't worry. Fuelman has a team that does 
nothing but recruit service stations into the program. They will recruit a location near you.  
 
For more information WF&FSA members can go to http://wffsa.org/aws/WFFSA/pt/sp/partners.   
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